LATEST from the Fed
First rate cut since 2008, but not start of a trend
July 31, 2019

Key points:
• The U.S. Federal Reserve cut its key interest rate by a quarter point as expected but did not signal further easing.
• Trade uncertainty remains a threat; growth fears deepen
For the first time since the Great Recession, the Federal Reserve cut interest rates by 25 basis points (bps). However, Fed
Chairman Jerome Powell characterized the move as a “mid-cycle adjustment,” signaling that this may not be the start of a new
period of easing. Powell cited uncertainties over U.S.-China trade, soft global economic data and low inflation as factors in the
Fed’s decision.
Markets initially reacted poorly to the Fed’s messaging. Here are key takeaways from some of our affiliate investment teams:
Eagle Asset Management:
“The Fed is historically always late to the party. Hiking last December they failed to recognize the risks to the economy and the
slowdown in U.S. growth that was already underway,” said James Camp, CFA, Managing Director of Strategic and Fixed Income
at Eagle Asset Management. “Now the Fed waited several months before cutting all the while the yield curve was indicating
that monetary policy was too tight.”
The Fed has a communication challenge, in Camp’s view. “Will the market believe the Fed is cutting rates in order to sustain the
expansion or cutting because they’re behind again? Based on the initial market reaction post-cut, it appears as the latter.”
“The yield curve is still telling you monetary policy is too tight, particularly when you look at sovereign rates around the
world,” says Camp. “Although one cut will have a limited effect on the overall economy, there’s a psychological, self-fulfilling
component to the Fed’s actions and messaging.”
Camp believes that looser financial conditions should be a positive to investors, but mounting risks should not be dismissed.
Absolute levels of economic data remain supportive of modest growth; however, the trends are not reassuring, particularly in
manufacturing, so risks remain elevated in the near-term.
Scout Investments:
The rate cut could help equities trade higher in the second half of the year, according to the Scout Investments Mid Cap
Equity team. However, Scout portfolio managers are concerned that the Fed cut by only 25 bps, as opposed to what they
viewed as a more prudent 50 bps cut. Powell appearing to put the brakes on further cuts only deepens this concern.
“The risk of the Fed staying ‘behind the curve’ remains, similar to their track record in the last two bear markets,” the Mid
Cap team said.
Looking ahead:
The Eagle Fixed Income team believes there will likely be one more quarter-point rate cut this year. At the same time,
recent gains in wages may limit the Fed’s urgency for additional cuts. The Scout Mid Cap team continues to monitor
downside risk, and believes the Fed’s current course appears overly optimistic.
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ABOUT CARILLON TOWER ADVISERS
Carillon Tower Advisers is a global asset management company that combines the exceptional insight and agility of individual investment
teams with the strength and stability of a full-service firm. Together with our partner affiliates – ClariVest Asset Management, Cougar Global
Investments, Eagle Asset Management, Reams Asset Management (a division of Scout Investments) and Scout Investments – we offer a
range of investment strategies and asset classes, each with a focus on risk-adjusted returns and alpha generation. Carillon Tower believes
providing a lineup of institutional-class portfolio managers, spanning a wide range of disciplines and investing vehicles, is the best way to
help investors seek their long-term financial goals.

ABOUT EAGLE ASSET MANAGEMENT
Eagle Asset Management provides a broad array of fundamental equity and fixed income strategies designed to meet the long-term goals
of institutional and individual investors. Eagle’s multiple independent investment teams have the autonomy to pursue investment decisions
guided by their individual philosophies and strategies.

ABOUT SCOUT INVESTMENTS
Scout Investments’ teams employ distinct investment philosophies and processes to pursue long-term capital appreciation objectives
consistent with client goals. Scout’s thoughtful long-term approach to asset management extends to how the teams cultivate client
relationships and distribute strategies via separate accounts, commingled funds and mutual funds.
All investments are subject to risk. Asset allocation and diversification do not ensure a profit or protect against a loss. There is no assurance that any investment strategy will be successful or that any
securities transaction, holdings, sectors or allocations discussed will be profitable.
This material may include forward-looking statements. These statements are not historical facts, but instead represent only beliefs regarding future events, many of which, by their nature, are
inherently uncertain. You should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements as it is possible that actual results and financial conditions may differ, possibly materially, from the anticipated
results and financial conditions indicated in these forward-looking statements.
There are uncertainties, unknown risks, and other factors that may cause actual results, levels of activity, performance or achievements to be materially different from any future results, levels of
activity, performance or achievements expressed or implied by these statements. The statements are based on the views of the advisor and are subject to change.
The information contained within does not represent a recommendation to buy, hold or sell any security and it should not be assumed that the securities transactions or holdings discussed were or will
prove to be profitable. All holdings are subject to change daily. The information presented is not tax, investment or legal advice. Prospective investors should consult with their advisors.
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